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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome Everyone, to CHBA’s Webinar Series “Working with Modular” I am Frank Lohmann, CHBA’s Director Building Science and I am one of the hosts of today’s webinar. My background is in codes and building science and I have worked with CHBA’s Modular Construction Council for the last 2 years.I am joined by Kathleen Maynard for today’s webinar. Kathleen is CHBA’s Senior Director Building Innovation. Kathleen has been working with Canada’s modular sector for more than two decades. We are part of CHBA’s technical team that supports the CHBA Modular Construction Council. Most – if not all the images you will see in today’s webinar are from factory builders on the Modular Construction Council.Some housekeeping before we start:We have muted all participants so that there are no distractions.We will however, try to make the webinar a bit interactiveYou can ask questions throughout by writing them in the question panel and we may answer them in writing or live – at the end - depending on time available. We will have a few polls for you  – When we launch a polling question, you will see a response function pop-up.Let’s try that right now with a question on the primary region where you do business[launch poll question 1] [report poll results] Here you see the regional representation of today’s participantsAlso, please be aware that the webinar is being recorded and the replay will be available on the CHBA website tomorrow in case you can’t stay to the end or you want to listen to a certain portion again. Following this webinar we will post the slide deck to this webinar on the CHBA website on the Modular Construction page.You are probably all experienced in zoom or Teams or Webex webinars, but just to remind you that you can manage your own view of the webinar and make the Powerpoint bigger or smaller by sliding the dividing bar. OK – let me say a few words then, about the webinar series itself and why we are giving it:[next slide]
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1. MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 101 (APR 28)

2. MODULAR AND THE ENVIRONMENT (MAY 26)

3. CODE COMPLIANCE FOR MODULAR (JUN 23)

4. FINANCING FOR FACTORY-BUILT (SEP 22)

5. THE MODULAR PROCESS (OCT 27)

6. PLANNING, ZONING & SITING FOR MODULAR (NOV 10)

7. INDUSTRY TRENDS, DATA & SHOWCASE (DEC 15)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The entire webinar series consists of seven webinars that will be delivered between April and December 2022. You can see the titles and the dates on the right.The purpose of the “Working with Modular” series is to provide information on the modular construction sector in Canada. That means, we hope that code officials, municipal planners and housing specialists find an interest in what we present as well as builders who are currently building homes on-site rather than off-site – or builders who have started experimenting with prefabricating their own panels and are ready for the next step. We also hope that federal government departments and other stakeholders engaged in the residential construction industry find the information useful and apply it in their work. Let’s try another poll to find out how well each of these groups are represented on today’s webinar.[launch poll question 2. profession][show results] The proportion of professional categories represented in today’s webinar[next slide]
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this webinar we will be the only two speakers from CHBA, while some of the webinars in the series may have expert co-presenters from industry for more in-depth topics.At this point we would also like to acknowledge Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation for supporting the development of the webinar series as well as Altus Group for their work in the project.[check on poll / show results]



MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 101


This webinar provides a general introduction to modular construction in Canada 
– spanning from terminology describing the industry to the benefits of modular 

construction. It will also touch on the factory construction process, code 
compliance, financing and warranty.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today’s webinar provides a general and high-level introduction to modular construction in Canada spanning from terminology describing the industry to the benefits of modular construction. Along the way this webinar touches briefly on the factory construction process, code compliance, and finance and warranty for factory-constructed buildings.



MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 101
1. Getting to know the industry
2. How does the factory process work?
3. Codes, Standards and By-laws
4. Financing and warranty
5. Benefits of modular construction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is the roadmap through today’s webinar. We have divided it into 5 sections that pretty much mirror the other webinars we will be giving in this series. The last section includes some general benefits but also environmental benefits.But – as you saw earlier – we will have an entire webinar dedicated to environmental benefits on May 26th.



1. Getting to know 
the industry
• Terminology
• Look & Feel
• Types of Buildings
• Industry Statistics

Images courtesy of: Triple M Housing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, let’s first clarify a few things on terminology so that we all mean the same thing when we talk about the different “products” of the modular construction industry and then look at some buildings and industry statistics to give you a first impression. 



What do we mean by 
“modular”?
Synonyms

• “Factory-built”
• “Industrialized”
• “Modern Method”
• “Offsite”
• “Prefabricated”

Products
• Panelized 
• Pre-engineered
• Modular
• Manufactured Home

Images courtesy of: Stack Modular, NAHB, QAI, Triple M Housing, Prestige Homes, 
and Avalon Master Builder through NRCan funded “Affordable, Replicable, Marketable Net Zero MURB” project 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let's start with a bit on terminology The first list contains terms that are sometimes used as synonyms when people talk about factory construction of homes and buildings and installing or assembling them on-site [read through list]The second list identifies different “products” - from least complete to most complete when they leave the factory:Panelized (also flatpack): refers to panels shipped from the factory to the building site for assembly. This can be walls, floors, or ceilings—further described as“closed” when wall panels are delivered complete with windows, doors and siding installed (you can see a closed panel being delivered on the right side of the illustration) or“open” when studs and plates (and sometimes sheathing) were nailed together (you can see an open panel being constructed on the left of the illustration).  Pre-engineered refers to a kit or package of materials that are factory-cut to design specifications, transported to the building site and assembled. Modular: refers to three-dimensional, finished sections built in a factory before being transported to the site for installation (you can see modules on the bottom left of the illustration, in the middle section and at the top right).  Modular homes and buildings can be placed on a full-perimeter or surface-mount foundation. Modules can also be stacked to produce multi-storey homes/buildings, or may be incorporated into a mid- or high-rise superstructure. Manufactured Home refers to a transportable, single- or multiple-module, one-storey home. Manufactured homes are complete when they leave the factory except for incidental assembly on site. Manufactured homes are typically placed on a surface-mount foundation. So, when we use the word “modular” in this presentation, the context may give you a hint as to whether we mean the factory-constructed “product” consisting of volumetric modules assembled on site into a home or building or whether we are referring to the entire factory-based construction industry.



Factory-Built Residential –
Building Types
Single-family
Townhouses, rowhouses
Multi-family
Multi-storey
Retirement and student residences
Garden suites (“granny flats”)
Worksite accommodation
Hotels, schools, offices

Images courtesy of: Triple M Housing, Moduline, BC Housing, Royal Homes, Wilscot, Western Modular 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s have a look at all the residential building types that are possible with modular, factory-built construction.As you can see, modular builders serve the whole range of residential occupancies From a single-family home all the way to worksite accommodation, student residences and hotels. Including low-, mid- and high-rise buildings.That means factory construction is not limited to Part 9, factory builders also produce “Part 3” buildings – some even specialize in it



What about 
non-residential buildings?
Not sector-, size- or type-specific:

• All sizes
• All occupancies, such as

• Hospitals 
• Schools
• Mercantile
• Industrial

• All types
• Non-combustible
• Combustible

Images courtesy of: Stack Modular, Grandeur Housing9

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of modular construction that go beyond the housing market. You can see here that modular construction is not sector-, size- or type-specific:Non-residential, factory-constructed buildings come in all sizes and all occupancies, such asHospitals (at the bottom right)Schools & Daycares (middle bottom)Mercantile (top left and middle)Offices (bottom left)And even Industrial occupanciesFactory-constructed buildings can also be non-combustible-type buildings.



Canada’s 
Factory-Built Sector 
216 factories certified 
to Canadian standards as of 2021/09

• 181 in Canada
Economic Impact (2019)

• ~$30 000 full-time jobs
• ~$6B total economic activity

~15% of single-family market
• much higher in some regions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Out of 216 factories certified to Canadian standards in 2021, 181 of them are located in Canada The Canadian manufacturers contribute about 30 000 jobs to the economy and generate 6 billion dollars total economic activity[click to show the graph]There is not a lot of current data on the modular sector, but the most recent report produced by ALTUS GROUP shows that the modular share of single-family home starts has ranged between 10-15% nation-wide.We expect that number to grow over the next decade!



2. How does the 
factory process 
work?
• Step-by-Step 

Factory Process
• Schedule & Savings
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we know the industry a bitI will explain how the process in the factory happens – step-by-step and then talk a little bit about where the time savings come from.
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Step-By-Step – Frame Assemblies

Modules
• Assembly-line organization
• Stations and workflow 

differ among manufacturers

Wall & floor assemblies
• Any sheet/board material, electrical and plumbing can be pre-installed
• Completed wall panels are installed  on floor plate from ‘inside out’
• Wall surfaces are finished in “volumetric module”

Check out CHBA Modular Construction Council members’ web sites

12

Video courtesy of: Mohamed Al-Hussein, NSERC Industrial Research Chair in the 
Industrialization of Building Construction, University of Alberta

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Factory processes and levels of automation vary among companies, but typically, the factory building process is organized for assembly-line production. It consists of several workstations where specific components are put together. As the home or section is assembled it moves along the line from one workstation to the next. It can be rolled, lifted by crane or pulled forward along the line. Time-consuming and specialized work such as the construction of trusses, doorframes or kitchen cabinets, for instance, is usually done away from the assembly line – All the assembly tasks – wherever  possible – are done at ergonomic heights for optimized working positions.Typically the process starts with the construction of floors, complete with plumbing and HVAC installation and in some cases the finished flooring material. Then the process moves towards the walls. Sometimes this happens in parallel, and sometimes in sequenceThe video on the right is an animated video created by Mohamed Al-Hussein, a professor and technology innovator for modular construction at the University of Alberta. The video will show one of these optimized automated wall assembly tables as it could exist in any factory, but as I said, assembly process differs from manufacturer to manufacturer.[Click to start the video] You see here how lumber is assembled into one or multiple frames and note the ergonomic work height of the assembly table. Also, the prefabricated elements and lumber are taken from above - minimizing labour and maximizing the benefit that gravity can offer. Electrical wires and plumbing can also be pre-installed at this stage. Then sheet materials like air barriers and sheathing are applied in a fast, exact and material-efficient and optimized manner.Typically, completed wall frames are moved on to a parallel line and further completed, sometimes with insulation, windows or doors installed on the line, before they are fastened to the floor of the home or section This is one of the tremendous advantages of factory-built construction is that each wall, each floor, each storey is built from the inside out, which provides for easy and effective installation of insulation—no gaps in corners, behind electrical outlets and other hard-to-reach areas. For homeowners, this means no cold spots, no drafts and greater indoor comfort. In terms of energy efficiency and airtightness this is a real advantage.Taping, mudding and painting of interior wall finish is done at the same time as other interior and exterior work takes place.At this point the prefabricated module has become a section or volumetric module.MEMBER VIDEO LINKSSome of the Modular Construction Council members have factory videos on their web sites that are very instructional and worth a visit. You can find their web sites by going to the modular construction council page on the CHBA website.  

https://www.chba.ca/CHBA/CommitteesCouncils/Modular_Construction_Council/CHBA/CommitteesCouncils/Modular_Construction_Council.aspx?hkey=8d3e09e4-d034-464f-b3d6-4a4bbd2c621a
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Step-By-Step – Volumetric Modules

Images courtesy of: Maple Leaf Homes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the wall and floor panels have been put together to create volumetric modules, they get finished much the same way as on-site construction, except that this happens in dry and warm conditions, with the help of cranes and in some cases utilizing larger material sizes for higher efficiencies.I would also like to point out on this slide, the safety railing system and the flat, firm factory working surface, which makes scaffolds easy to use and safe! - and waste removal AND RECYCLING simple and quick.
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Step-By-Step – Staging/Finish Yard

Images courtesy of: Maple Leaf Homes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the exterior siding and roofing are installed, the modules or sections for a given project are moved outside for transport.This step is called staging. 
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Step-By-Step – Transport and Siting

Images courtesy of: Big Block Construction through NRCan funded “Affordable, Replicable, Marketable Net  Zero MURB” project
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the modules or single-section homes are finished and ready for transport, they get shipped to the site. Modules and sections can travel on the road, by rail, on a barge and even by air in some cases.These images here are from a Multi-Unit Residential Net Zero Project.
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Step-By-Step – Install 

16

Image courtesy of: Big Block Construction through NRCan funded “Affordable, Replicable, Marketable Net Zero MURB” project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The modules are numbered and placed on the building as the plans dictate.You can see the matching of the sill plates here while the modules are placed on the foundation.This is a very precise process as the module is held by the crane and adjusted until the bottom plate of the wall that joins the two sections sits exactly on the sill plate.
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Step-By-Step – Finishing & Clean-Up

Images courtesy of: Landmark Homes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the modules and sections are firmly assembled to make a building, the joints are covered and the site is restored.At this point the houses and buildings are usually indistinguishable from site-built projects.
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Construction Schedules

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wrapping up this section of the presentation, I would like to show you this comparison of a generic on-site construction schedule at the bottom and the factory-construction process at the top. You can see at the beginning and at the end of the process streams, that on-site and off-site processes have some steps in common, like the design stage and permitting, but when we look at the construction of the building portion and the site-development portion – the foundation, we find differences when it comes to schedule:[Click]You can see – in the factory schedule – that the two processes site/foundation and the construction of the superstructure – the building – happen in parallel while these two steps happen in sequence during on-site construction. That is where the time savings come from that are often attributed to factory construction.



3. Codes, Standards 
and Bylaws
• Code Compliance
• Certification & Labels
• Zoning By-Laws

19

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK – now – you might ask, - if everything is completed in the factory - how can a building official inspect all things structural, plumbing, insulation? And how does the electrical safety authority get to inspect? The next 5 minutes will give you a glimpse of how the approval process works for factory constructed buildings.
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How does code compliance work? 

Division C of the NBC
2.2.7.5. Off-Site Review

1) Where a building or component of a 
building is assembled off the building site in such a 
manner that it cannot be reviewed on site, off-site 
reviews shall be provided to determine compliance 
with this Code.

Certification to CSA A277
• In-factory certification
• Label to show 

20

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All new buildings—whether site- or factory-built, must comply with the local building codes and regulations in effect, and are checked and verified by local building officials. However, for compliance on the work completed away from the building site, the administrative provisions of the National Building Code in Division C permit an “off-site review […] to determine compliance with this Code”.In other words, the NBC applies the same requirements to site-built and factory-constructed buildings and requires an off-site review step for factory-constructed buildings or portions of the building.This “off-site review” is done through certifying the entire factory construction process to the CSA A277 standard.CSA A277 covers certification of the factory’s quality program, auditing and in-plant inspection requirements, - It deals with “total quality” throughout the manufacturing process- It describes a procedure for an independent certification agency to review the quality control procedures of a factory including periodic unannounced inspections of its products. It is not a building code—it is a procedure for certifying compliance of factory-constructed components with the local building code and regulations.If a factory-constructed building in Canada bears the label of an accredited certification body, the certification body guarantees that the work completed in the factory meets the requirements of the local codes and regulations in effect at the installation site.This provides local inspectors with assurance that concealed components (and other factory-built parts of the home) do not require re-inspection on site. 
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How does code compliance work?
Certification to CSA A277

4.1.1 Local codes or regulations in force
Where codes or other regulations 
addressing building design and 
construction are in force at the 
installation location, prefabricated 
buildings, prefabricated modules, and 
prefabricated panels shall be designed 
and constructed to comply with those 
codes and regulations as applicable.
4.1.2 No local codes in force
Meet National Building Code or CSA 
Z240 MH Series and other applicable 
national codes.

21

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clause 4.1.1. of the CSA A277 standard says that you have to comply with the local codes and regulations in force.So, in a province or chartered city that has enacted its own building code, those local codes would apply to the construction of a factory-built home and the in-factory inspection. If there are no local codes or regulations in force, the building must be designed and constructed to comply with the NBC or CSA Z240MH standard, and other national codes and standards as applicable.The CSA Z240 MH Series provides technical requirements specifically for single- or multiple-section, one-storey factory-built homes. For the most part the standard mirrors the requirements of the National Building Code. There are a few differences, including some more stringent requirements related to durability and protection of the units during transport.There are other standards applicable to modular construction, for example:CSA Z240.10.1 Site preparation, foundation and installation of buildings, which also applies to site-built building placed on surface-mount foundationsThe NBC also refers to CSA A660 Certification of Steel Building System ManufacturersAnd a new CSA standard Z250 has also been published. This one is administrative procedure for modular high-rise buildings. Finally, have a look at the label in the center:The label shows that a home was certified to CSA A277It reads: “Based on the req’s of CSA A277 and the NBC as detailed on the specification sheets inside the house”



Some by-laws need updating
Factory-built housing

• meets the same architectural design 
guidelines as site-built

• meets (and often exceeds) local 
building requirements

• helps meet housing needs:
• Affordable Housing
• Age-friendly Housing
• Secondary Suites and Garden Units
• Sustainable Design

22 Images courtesy of: Maple Leaf Homes Brookfield, Supreme

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Occasionally, our modular construction council members come across examples of municipal bylaws that set restrictions for factory-built housing.We understand the history of why they may have restricted the types of buildings allowed in their municipalities, but we urge them to review these bylaws in the context of today’s variety of architectural styles of factory-constructed buildings. In addition to code compliance that we just discussed we also often stress to municipalities that factory-built housing can easily meet the same architectural design guidelines as site-builtSome municipalities may not realize that factory-constructed homes and housing solutions can also help them meet many of their other policies such as Affordable Housing, Age-friendly Housing, Secondary Suites and Garden Units, and Sustainable Design.So, if you come across barriers like this in your projects, please help us to update these bylaws. OK – at this point, I’ll hand it over to Kathleen to provide an overview of financing and warranty



4. Financing and 
Warranty
• Business and 

Ownership Models
• Financing Options
• Warranty

23

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks Frank. OK – I’m going to make some brief remarks about financing and warranty—business and ownership models, financing options and warranty, and how there may be aspects that are different for modular homes or buildings.Actually, there aren’t too many differences, but let’s review.



Business models
• Factory to site builder / retailer
• Factory to developer
• Factory to homebuyer

Images courtesy of: Stack Modular, NAHB, QAI, Avalon Master Builder, Triple M Housing24

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The modular construction sector operates with some different business models. Some factories have a network of site builders or retailers who sell the homes to consumersSome factories partner with developers, and some factories sell directly to consumers.Some factories operate with more than one of these models, or with all of themThe business model may affect financing and warranty 
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Ownership models

Based on ownership model – mortgage may be the same as for on-site 
home construction

• Individual home/lot ownership 
• Home owned/lot leased
• Lease-to-own lots

Landlease ownership model enables homeownership for less
• Typically one lot under single ownership parceled into lease sites
• Owner responsible for many services (onsite management)
• Short- or long-term leases

25

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then, there are some ownership models where factory-built homes sometimes differ Based on the ownership model the mortgage may be the same as for on-site home constructionThe first model where the Individual home and lot are purchased together is for all intents and purposes the same as if the home was wholly site-builtThe second model, where the consumer buys the Home but leases the lot is not exclusive to factory-built, but is seen more often with factory-built than site-builtLease common is when the purchasers buys the home and leases-to-own the lot [click]Landlease ownership makes lowers the cost of owning a home, and often helps young families, low-income or fixed-income owners to free up money for “other things”, because the cost of the lot is not part of the sales transactionIt can also allow for access to services such as security or health assistance. Landlease allows for efficient use of land, because the lots are often smaller, so this ownership model can also be considered environmentally responsible
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Financing Options

Financing options
• Homeowner’s mortgage
• Home equity line of credit (HELOC)
• Personal loan

• Financial innovations
• ‘Green’ financing products
• Flexible down payment options
• Pre-sold homes mortgages for builders
• Flexibility for self-employed borrowers

Images courtesy of: Kent Homes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of you are likely familiar with the options available to finance a home purchase. Mortgages, HELOCs and personal loans are negotiated with lending institutions or through brokers and apply to site-built and factory-built homes alike. High-ratio mortgages—those where the purchaser is not able to provide a 20% downpayment—require mortgage insurance under federal regulation. A special type of mortgage insurance is available for homes that are considered “moveable” and are therefore classed as “chattels”. I’ll talk a bit more about this on the next slide.Just a note here that a lot of innovation is happening in the housing financing sector right now – especially related to energy efficiency and climate change resilience—different lenders may offer special financing mechanisms.
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Chattel Loan Insurance

Applies to homes on leased land
• Purchaser borrows funds for the purchase 

of moveable personal property (the chattel) 
from the lender 

• Lender then secures the mortgage with 
chattel loan insurance

• As with other forms of financing, legal 
ownership of the home is transferred 
to the purchaser at the time of purchase

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One aspect of financing that is typically more exclusive to factory-built homes is chattel loan insurance. This type of mortgage insurance is most common with manufactured homes installed on leased land—typically those placed on surface-mount foundations. This type of mortgage insurance was created originally to improve access to lower-cost housing, making access to homeownership available for more people. Chattel loan insurance insures lenders against borrower default where homes are considered “moveable”—where the purchase does not include the land on which the home is installed. 
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Warranty Programs 

Warranty programs vary across the country 
Three different warranty scenarios:

• Provincial new home warranty programs
• Private warranty providers
• Home producer’s own warranty

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Warranty programs and requirements vary across Canada but there are essentially three sources of warranty for factory-built homes:Provincial new home warranty programsThird-party private warranty providersHome producer’s own warranty�Both factories and their site-builder partners participate in provincial new home warranty programs—whoever makes the sales transaction with the homebuyer is the party responsible for the warranty. The details of the programs and how they apply to factory-built housing vary from one province to another.For example, in some jurisdictions, a single warranty may be provided for both the home and the foundation, or two separate warranties may be issued if the foundation is provided by a separate contractor.In addition to provincial and private third-party warranty, factory-built home producers also provide their own warranties to both retail and “wholesale” purchasers—whether selling direct to consumers or through a site-builder or developer partner. We’ll get more into the details of financing and warranty in the “Financing for Factory-Built” webinar of this Working with Modular series.With that I will hand it back to Frank for the last section – the benefits of modular construction.



5. Benefits of 
Modular 
Construction

• Capacity
• Quality, Time & Cost
• Affordability
• Energy, GHGs and

Sustainability

29

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK – finally, let’s talk about all the good things – the benefits of modular construction.I will touch on ‘industry capacity’, and the primary forces in every project: quality, time and cost.I have an extra slide on affordability and then I will finish with Environmental Benefits.



Capacity 
Skilled trades shortage
Rural and remote locations
Automated processes 

30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just to clarify: “Capacity” on this slide only refers to those areas of industry capacity where modular construction may have advantages over on-site construction: Labour for example: Constructing buildings in a factory setting facilitates access to labour and sometimes labour availabilityModular construction is broadening the labour pool in two ways:1) Factory construction may need other types of skilled workers like machine operators, or machining or robotics specialists for example2) some modular construction workers may work at single stations and may be able to work on a narrower scope of work and therefore may not need the same breadth of skills that tradesmen on a traditional site would require.These two features reduce the dependency on the same labour and skills for on-site construction.To be clear, it is not necessarily less labour to build modular houses, but where shortage of labour exists, panelized or modular construction may also add capacity to supplement on-site builders.Maybe where a company explores AI and fully-automated robotics, the labour profile may change more drastically.And – somewhat related to labour: Modular construction can also fill capacity in areas where there aren’t enough skilled trades – like in many rural and remote areasAnd, obviously factory construction is a great way to introduce automation to speed up production and increase productivity – from semi-automated processes like cutting or nailing to fully automated assembly of some components.



Quality
Inspection and approval process
Controlled Conditions

• all materials, components, 
and products protected

• material damage avoided
• no built-in moisture
• automation secures 

repeatability

31

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next, let’s look at quality, time and cost:First Quality!I already mentioned the inspection and approval process as part of the quality system under A277 earlier. That is one big part of quality assurance.The CSA A277 standard also sets requirements for personnel, their qualifications, schedules for inspection, a quality manual, labelling requirements and technical requirement compliance procedures. Plus, the factory construction process happens in controlled conditions - reducing the use of damaged or deteriorated materials. And where full- or semi-automation is part of the process, there is likely a quality increase due to better repeatability.



Time
No (or fewer) delays due to

• weather
• trade scheduling

Concurrently work on 
substructure and superstructure
Final on-site work shorter
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time!According to a McKinsey’s report in 2019, “Modular construction can cut the schedule by 20–50 percent”And as I explained on the process slides, the largest time benefit comes from off-site and on-site work taking place at the same time.Factory building also does not suffer delays from poor weather, or challenges associated with scheduling trades. The fact that the factory-built portion is already inspected when it arrives at the site and that the inspection is easier to schedule in the factory add further time savings.And - the shorter timelines are not only beneficial from a cost standpoint, they also have downstream effects on the environment.  Since modular buildings can be completed twice as fast in some cases, they have much lower energy use during construction overall and a lower impact on the area immediately surrounding the construction site. 



Cost
Modular can cost up to 20% less
Greater cost certainty
Factory construction increases 
value creation

• 2019 McKinsey report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally Cost!According to the same 2019 McKinsey’s report “Modular construction can cut cost by 20 percent“The report states that “One manufacturer estimates that only 25 percent of time spent onsite is creating value, while 75 percent of time spent in the factory creates value.” These cost savings come through efficiency of construction (and obviously the time savings we just discussed) but also through a greater ability to control costs, a broader labour pool, tighter schedules and shorter delivery, as well as reduced waste. There are also fewer budget overruns by using modular construction even when compared with conventional site-built construction with lean production methods and material optimization.

https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Operations/Our%20Insights/Modular%20construction%20from%20projects%20to%20products%20NEW/Modular-construction-from-projects-to-products-full-report-NEW.pdf


Affordability
Budget certainty can 
cut construction costs by 20%
Modular construction can 
cut construction time by 50%
Examples 

• 11 Macey Ave. (top) 
opened 8 months after approval

• 321 Dovercourt Rd. (bottom) 
opened 9 months after approval

image courtesy of: Housing Secretariat – City of Toronto
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Much of this translates into better Affordability.20% cost reduction and up to 50% time saved, plus greater budget certainty through up-front decisions allow economies of scale and optimizing the modules for repeatability like in these two rental projects from the Toronto Housing Secretariat.These two recent projects were designed to support people who have experienced homelessnessThe building at the top is  a three-storey rental apartment building with 56 studio apartments, common rooms, a dining room, program space and administrative offices. The 11 Macey Ave. building opened in December 2020, approximately eight months after being approved by City Council.The project at the Bottom is a three-storey rental apartment building with 44 studio apartments, common rooms, a dining room, program space and administrative offices. It opened on January 2021, approximately nine months after being approvedThis is great for public housing, but the same economies of scale exist for private market multi-family units.



Energy & GHGs
1. R2000 & EnviroHome®
2. CMHC Net Zero EQuilibrium™ home
3. BuiltGreen® 
4. Winner of “Most Efficient House” 

Award & “Energy Efficient 
Community” Award

5. University of Alberta Study 
• 43% reduction in CO2 emissions 

during construction 
• North Ridge Place 

Seniors Affordable Housing Project 

CNW Group/Maple Leaf Homes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the environmental benefits specific to factory constructed buildings we’ll start with Energy Efficiency and GHG reductions before we get to Sustainability:Factory-based builders have repeatedly been first out of the gate when it comes to the environment 1 - When the R-2000® standard was introduced in Canada 40 years ago, it was a factory builder who first became the largest producer of R-2000® homes and the first EnviroHome® (which is an R-2000® home showcasing proven and commercially available environmental features) was built at the Prestige Homes factory in Sussex, New Brunswick2 - The first of Canada’s EQuilibrium™ net zero demonstration homes (which generate more energy than they consume) was built at the Alouette Homes factory near Granby, Quebec3 - This factory-constructed townhouse complex was the 2012 Winner of the “Most Efficient House” Award in the Energuide Rating Service Award4 - Canada’s first entirely Built Green® community, promoting green building practices in Alberta, was created with the help of a factory-based builder, as was Canada’s first geothermal manufactured housing community.5 – and in 2009 a University of Alberta Study conducted by Mohamed Al-Hussein, who I mentioned earlier, estimated a 43% reduction in operational carbon emissions during construction. It was done by accompanying the  entire process of constructing the North Ridge Place Seniors Affordable Housing Project . We will have a lot more details about this on May 26

https://growthzonesitesprod.azureedge.net/wp-content/uploads/sites/2452/2021/06/NorthRidgeCO2Report.pdf


Sustainable Use of 
Resources
Less Waste in Factory Process

• Larger material sizes
• Fewer cut-offs
• More effective recycling
• Material re-use is possible 

through adequate storage
• Steady, all-season pace of 

construction allows efficiencies
Relocatable buildings 

• Eliminate the need for demolition 
and new construction

Image courtesy of : CNW Group/Maple Leaf Homes

Image courtesy of :  Quality Homes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From the same study - here are some real game winners when it comes to reducing waste during construction.The factory-based process allows larger material sizes and causes therefore fewer or no cut-offs, as we saw earlier in the production videoPlus,  the stationary nature of a factory and controlled conditions make it much easier to recycle effectivelyRe-using left-over materials in other projects is easy because materials are adequately stored and protected. On typical site-built construction this kind of optimization and re-use may be more difficult due to distance between projects and the rushed pace of construction to make the most of the good weather season.And that in itself is another benefit of factory construction. The steady, all-season pace of construction allows efficiencies and optimizations that site-built projects cannot easily provide. Lastly, relocatable buildings are manufactured products that reduce the overall environmental impact of construction– they are often used as worksite accommodation in remote locations. They eliminate the need for demolition and new construction and are therefore very sustainable.



Social Benefits
Fewer accidents
Ergonomic working conditions
Always good weather on the 
“construction site”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We talk more and more about the social aspect of sustainability So the last but not the least of the benefits of factory construction are benefits that affect the well-being of the workers in the factories.Measures to create safe working conditions in factories lead to fewer accidentsMany of the automated tasks create more ergonomic working conditions, reducing injuriesAnd – one more thing – [click]there is always “good weather on the construction site”



WORKING WITH MODULAR
CHBA Webinar Series 2022

Photo courtesy of: Royal Homes

Photo courtesy of: Triple M Housing

Photo courtesy of: Triple M  Housing

Photo courtesy of: Royal Homes, Kohn Shnier Architects

QUESTIONS?

chba.ca/modular

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, that was our overview “Working with Modular” Since this presentation was a summary of our upcoming webinar series, we won’t further summarize the summary, other than to thank you for listening and to say that we hope you will be interested in learning more about the opportunities and benefits that modular construction holds in Canada. All that’s left is to remind you that We will post the slide deck and the recording – hopefully by tomorrowWe encourage you to visit our member-factory websites through the CHBA portal.And as I mentioned already, the next webinar —Modular and the Environment—is coming up on May 26 - at the same time – from 12:30 to 1:30.[click]OK – with that - we’re now happy to take questions.

https://www.chba.ca/modular
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